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EASILY CONFIGURE MADE-TO-ORDER PRODUCTS.

SIMPLE SO-TO-MO LINKING, AND VICE VERSA.

Gone are the day of seemingly endless hours spent setting up
individual configurations for made-to-order products. SalesPad
Desktop’s solution makes configuration a piece of cake.

No more viewing the sales order, taking notes, then
scrambling to find the related manufacturing order.
Simply click the link to jump from one to the other.

ISSUE SILENT MANUFACTURING ORDERS.

INTUITIVE BOM, MO, AND ROUTE ENTRY.

By incorporating sales order workflows into your manufacturing
process, manufacturing orders can be generated “silently” in the
background. No extra clicks on your end.

With manufacturing from SalesPad Desktop, creating
bills of materials, manufacturing orders, and customized
manufacturing routes is an intuitive process that simplifies
your workday.

TRACK AND VIEW REVISION HISTORY.

Root out any problems with manufacturing configurations
by viewing a configuration’s or manufacturing BOM’s revision
history. Revision histories are automatically saved.

MASS UPDATING AT YOUR FINGERTIPS.

No more opening multiple entries to make the same changes
one by one. Apply mass updates to manufacturing BOMs and
BOM lines, routes, and route sequences.

CREATE INTERDEPENDENT RESTRICTIONS.

Interdependent restrictions allow for highly customized rules
governing which options are available when. For instance,
limit the color blue to only gallon-sized coolers.

CONDITIONAL ROUTE LINKING.

Sometimes a customized product can’t be pinned down
to just one manufacturing route. Conditional route linking
allows you to build in options to get the job done right.

Increase efficiency, quality, and margins.
Learn more at salespad.com/desktop.
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Made-to-order peace of mind.
Schedule a demo today.
Opt out of stress in your made-to-order product
manufacturing. Configuring, assembling, and selling a madeto-order product doesn’t have to be an overly complicated
process. With SalesPad Desktop, manufacturing is an intuitive
process that makes light work of creating made-to-order
products in a timely fashion. Whether you are looking for
a powerful way to configure made-to-order products or
you’re searching for a system that makes it easy to update
components, attributes, and more, Manufacturing in SalesPad
Desktop is right for you. You might even call it...the BOM.

MANUFACTURING IN SALESPAD DESKTOP
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MANUFACTURING EXTENDED PACK*
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Configurator for Distribution BOMs
Configurator for Manufacturing BOMs
Manufacturing BOMs
Manufacturing Orders
Routings
Mass update for BOMs, BOM Lines, Routes, and
Route Sequences
• MO workflow plugin
• MOP-to-SOP linking

WHY MANUFACTURING WITH SALESPAD DESKTOP?

Manufacturing with SalesPad Desktop gives you options.
Lots of options. Don’t be deceived by how easy it is to set
up a manufacturing configuration; SalesPad’s powerful
manufacturing management capabilities can handle
anything you throw at them. From seamless sales order to
manufacturing order linking, to dynamic attribute updates
and interdependent restrictions, to automatic revision
change tracking, manufacturing in SalesPad Desktop has
you well covered.
Manufacturing with SalesPad Desktop fits right in with
the rest of your SalesPad ecosystem. Eliminate hassles
by keeping your BOM and manufacturing processes
within SalesPad, and streamline your processes further by
adding in sales order workflows that trigger the creation
of required manufacturing orders. Bring the simplicity
of sales order processing in SalesPad Desktop to your
manufacturing enterprises.
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Distribution BOMs
Assemblies
SOP-to-Assembly linking
Assembly Workflow plugin

Additional cost

*

